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Mark Naysmith
UK Chief Executive Officer

A word from Mark Naysmith
Hello, I am Mark Naysmith, CEO of WSP in the UK, and I am delighted that you are  
considering beginning your career with us.

We are WSP, one of the fastest growing international professional service firms in the built and natural environment 
and we rely on our exceptional talent to deliver world-class and award-winning projects.

I started my career here very early; I was supported through further education and I have seen first-hand how these 
opportunities can develop enthusiastic early-career professionals into tomorrow’s leaders and experts, equipped to meet 
the challenges of the future.

Recruiting talented graduates like you not only supports our business success, but ensures that we are contributing to the 
development of professionals in our industry for future generations.

In return for your hard work, we can offer you the opportunity to develop your skills and work on world-class projects with leading 
experts, in a forward-thinking and exciting environment.

I wish you every success in your career and look forward to the opportunities we can explore together. 

Expect hard work – and have fun!



Fulham football club new  
riverside stand  
WSP helped Fulham Football Club achieve planning permission for its proposed 
new riverside stand at Craven Cottage.  

The existing stand will be replaced by a two-tier structure, expanding capacity to 
almost 30,000, and adding multi-purpose accommodation as well as a new riverside 
walkway. All environmental factors have been considered where the phasing of the 
development is driven not only by the football seasons, but by elements like the mating 
habits of fish in the river.

WSP started work on the design alongside Populous Architects in 2017 and is providing 
all engineering design services, including structural and geotechnical, building services, 
façade and fire engineering, environmental, security, transport planning and acoustics. 

WE WANT OUR  
WORK TO STAND 
THE TEST OF 
TIME, BRINGING 
LONG-TERM 
IMPROVEMENTS TO 
THE COMMUNITIES 
WHERE WE LIVE AND 
WORK



22 Bishopsgate
Located on the site of an abandoned project in the heart of London's financial district, 22 Bishopsgate 

came with constraints above and below ground that inspired our team to think creatively and seize the 
opportunity to cut embodied carbon dramatically. As a result, the project has achieved the 2020 target 

for embodied carbon reduction recommended by the London Energy Transformation Initiative (LETI) 
in its roadmap to net zero – placing it more than 40% below LETI’s business-as-usual benchmark.

The landmark tower, for which WSP provided a full range of consultancy services, is envisaged as 
a ‘vertical village’ providing facilities including retail, restaurants, fitness centres, an auditorium 

and spaces for a variety of leisure and learning activities. The basement will accommodate 
bicycle parking that meets latest TfL standards, and the free public viewing gallery at the top 

of the building will be the highest in London.

QUESTION THE 
EXISTING IMAGINE 

THE IMPOSSIBLE 
CREATE THE 

ENDURING



LONDON &  
SOUTH EAST

3,000
people

NORTH OF  
ENGLAND

1,500
people

  
SCOTLAND

450
people

  
MIDLANDS

1,100
people

WALES &  
SOUTH WEST

1,000
people

NORTHERN  
IRELAND

80
people

+7,100 
PEOPLE IN THE UK

WE ARE: 

40 COUNTRIES 
5 CONTINENTS

APPROXIMATELY 

55,000 
PEOPLE WORLDWIDE

Our Locations



Who are we?
At WSP, we question the predictable and imagine tomorrow, so that we can create for the future. We are technical experts and strategic advisors including engineers, 
technicians, scientists, architects, planners, surveyors and environmental specialists, as well as design, programme and construction management professionals. As one of 
the world’s leading engineering professional services consulting firms, we aim to nurture sustainable societies, connect communities, and build a better tomorrow.

With around 55,000 talented people in more than 500 offices across 40 countries, we lead our industry because we know that our exceptional people are what provide  
us success. 

Think bigger scale. Think higher profile. Think ground breaking. Join WSP, and you’ll be at the heart of a team of international experts all dedicated to growing and sharing 
their expertise, and working on projects that transform society for all of us.

If this sounds like a place you want to work, then this brochure will give you an insight into what it’s like to be part of WSP…

WE ARE WSP, A 
COLLABORATIVE TEAM 

OF FUTURE-FOCUSED 
EXPERTS, WHO THRIVE 

ON CHALLENGE AND 
UNCONVENTIONAL 

THINKING



What do we do?
We prepare our cities and environments for the future, connect communities and help societies thrive, through our capability and expertise in the built and natural 
environment.

Our experts offer a broad range of services across four Strategic Business Units: 

WATER, ENERGY  
AND INDUSTRY

TRANSPORT AND 
INFRASTRUCTURE

PLANNING AND 
 ADVISORY

PROPERTY AND 
BUILDINGS



Transport and Infrastructure
Over 2,000 of our experts play a lead role in major transport and infrastructure 
initiatives, providing first-class advice on a wide range of projects in aviation, 
bridges, highways, marine, rail, tunnels and utilities.

Our extensive experience includes planning, analysing, designing and managing 
projects for a wide range of service providers. We are the recognised experts in 
world-class station and passenger terminal design. 

Key Project: High Speed 2 (HS2)

Designed and developed for high capacity and high reliability, the UK’s HS2 
programme uses the latest knowledge in rail system engineering and design from 
around the world.

We have brought innovative solutions and cutting-edge design to the railway 
systems of the UK’s new high-speed rail line, which could reach speeds of 248 mph. 
Our ‘whole system’ approach optimizes the overall rail system design and will help 
improve functionality, safety, sustainability and value.



Property and Buildings
The UK’s property and buildings portfolio is brimming with our innovative 
commercial solutions. Our people are behind the UK’s tallest tower and most 
sustainable schools, retail that revitalises city centres and work spaces that win 
awards.

Whether we’re advising on project finance, planning developments, designing 
buildings or finding solutions for existing properties, we’re looking for ways to 
bring value to our clients and the people and communities that use their properties.

Key Project: Manchester’s First 'Vertical Village', St John’s, Manchester.

With our reputation for designing and advising on a number of ambitious, high-
rise schemes both in Manchester and further afield, we were selected to bring 
engineering consultancy to the first phase of this development. The vertical village, 
which will consist of 1,200 homes within six interconnecting towers up to 50 storeys 
tall, will incorporate retail units and restaurants, as well as office space.

The development aims to transform this once-peripheral site into a self-sufficient, 
highly sustainable and high-density community that can flourish economically.



Water, Energy and Industry 
We’re proud to be a leading provider of engineering and project management 
services to the global energy market. Our pioneering work in extra-high-voltage 
transmission is award-winning, and our distribution projects have brought power 
and new opportunities to developing communities around the world.

Our Industry team holds a unique position within the market place and is a centre 
of technical excellence for pharmaceutical and chemical projects. Our projects 
transform lives, they bring lifesaving drugs to the market, and they turn chemicals 
into household products and world-class innovative materials.

We have UK-wide coverage in the Water sector delivering solutions to a multitude 
of challenges ranging from using virtual reality to engage local residents in the 
North of England, to improving asset health and customer service in Northern 
Ireland.

Key Project : Galloper Wind Farm

Commissioned in March 2017, the 56 wind turbines now generate enough clean 
energy for up to 336,000 UK households and generate up to 336MW. We provided 
inspection services on this £1.5bn wind farm located off the coast of Suffolk.



Planning and Advisory
Our Planning and Advisory business delivers excellent work from environmental 
impact assessments of the largest projects to offering tailored multi-disciplinary 
solutions to the most complex developments. We’ve a strong research and 
innovation programme and publish thought-leading papers throughout the year - 
most recently on circular economy, biodiversity and healthy construction. 

We offer a high-value front-end service to a balanced portfolio of private and 
public sector clients in the UK and overseas. We support our clients in bringing 
forward all scales of development/regeneration proposals and infrastructure 
projects from the earliest concept stage. Our projects tend to share a common 
goal: enabling economic growth and healthy communities through the sustainable 
delivery of homes, jobs and infrastructure.

Key Project: Alder Hey Children’s Hospital

We are proud to have provided civil, structural, transport, geo-environmental 
and acoustics design services to the UK’s first ‘Children’s Health Park’. The £167 
million Liverpool-based hospital provides 270 beds and 16 state-of-the-art operating 
theatres, as well as 1,200 car parking spaces. Alder Hey Children’s Hospital is an 
iconic building design inspired by patients and a unique integration of engineering 
and architecture which will support our communities for many years to come.



Graduate Assessment Centres
Many of our roles are recruited via Graduate Assessment Centres. Don't worry, they are not to be feared! You will spend the day getting to know us and the business area you 
would potentially be joining and we find this is a great way to get to know you.

Here are some of the comments our candidates have shared from their experience of Assessment Centres:

"Very welcoming and open 
to any questions. It was quite 
engaging and insightful into 

the company and industry. Great 
opportunity to network with 

experienced staff and share their 
experiences"

"It was amazing and 
refreshing to see the amount 
of care they show you, which 

shows this company will definitely 
look after you and value you. A 

humbling experience."

"The day was very 
relaxed which made me feel 

very welcome. It also seemed 
very organised and everyone 

involved was prepared and very 
friendly."

"The graduate 
networking session has 

really helped me to find out 
more about the roles at 

WSP"
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What’s in it for you? 
Introducing the WSP Graduate Development Programme. WSP's two-year programme is designed to provide you with professional 
skills and technical development opportunities tailored to your individual needs. The programme is a blended learning experience that 
supports you to develop the skills and knowledge need to progress in your career and work towards professional registration.

On the job experience
During the course of the programme, you will work 
on real, world-class projects and you will receive 
support and development from line managers and 
mentors to ensure you are able to make a significant 
contribution from the moment you start.

A diverse range of disciplines
We have over 7,000 experts across the UK, drawn 
from diverse backgrounds. As well as engineers, 
our teams include transport and town planners 
and modellers, project managers, ecologists, and 
even archaeologists. Our people are organised into 
disciplines according to their skills - but you can 
expect to work with colleagues from across the 
business.

Mentoring
A professionally registered mentor will support you 
through your chosen professional development 
path providing advice and guidance on the 
professional registration process.

You will be encourages to join networking groups 
and professional institution events to make 
connections and share knowledge.



Training modules
A combination of business, technical and personal 
skills courses will be available for you to take part in 
during the two years supporting you to excel early in 
your career.

You will have the opportunity to participate in 
cohort wide events including our graduate induction 
which will introduce the development programme, 
the wider business and your peer group, supporting 
you to build your network.

Our discipline teams will provide in house technical 
learning sessions to boost your knowledge and 
understanding of the business and your role.

Dedicated Teams
Learning and development is a very important 
part of life here at WSP. We have a dedicated Early 
Career Professionals team to assist you with all 
aspects of your career progression. The team will 
work closely with your line manager, discipline 
and mentor to help you achieve your development 
goals and professional qualifications.

The programme is the first chapter in your career 
story and development continues throughout 
a career at WSP. You will have access to a huge 
range of additional training courses and materials 
that will enable you to meet the ever-changing 
challenges of the future and advances in the sector.

Professional Growth  
Network (PGN)
The PGN is the UK’s network group run by early 
career professionals for early career professionals 
and will help you to grow your network of contacts 
across the UK business and externally. It can 
also provide you with opportunities for extra 
experience to support you in achieving chartered 
status or other professional accreditations.

What could you get involved with? 

•  Lunchtime talks and evening networking events 
in local offices.

• S ite visits to aid knowledge sharing.

•  STEM activities in local schools and 
communities.

•  Supporting diversity initiatives such as WISE 
– a campaign to promote women in science, 
technology and engineering.

•  A buddying scheme to support new graduates 
and apprentices.

•  Driving participation in business awards and in 
competitions such as Enginuity, in which we’ve 
had winning teams in 2016, 2017 and 2018.



VIBE 
VIBE is our LGBT+ employee network and stands for visibility and inclusion in the built environment. Set 
up in 2015, it's open to everyone who has an interest in LGBT+ issues – regardless of sexual orientation 
or gender identity – at all levels of the business and across all UK offices. We work with the business 
to help develop the right environment to enable LGBT+ employees to reach their full potential and 
to support our aim to create an inclusive and diverse workplace for everyone through awareness 
campaigns, panel events, discussion forums and partnering with LGBT+ charities such as Stonewall.

"From the 
moment I started 
I felt comfortable 
affirming who 
I was to all my 
colleagues. I know 
this experience isn't 
esoteric and I hope 
that this continues 
to apply to anyone 
and everyone, 
regardless of 
gender and 
sexuality."
 



DIVERSITY & INCLUSION

WSP already has a strong set of guiding principles which colleagues across our business share. They articulate what we want to be known 
for, and represent how we do business, our culture and our behaviours.

• We value our people and our reputation.

• We are locally dedicated with international scale.

• We are future-focused and challenge the status quo.

• We foster collaboration in everything we do.

Just as our guiding principles include everyone, we believe that D&I includes everyone. Belonging@WSP is an integral part of our approach 
to making sure that whatever similarities and differences we have, or whatever your background, we can all bring our whole selves to 
work and celebrate our differences.

• Diversity is about recognising difference. It’s acknowledging the benefit 
of having a range of perspectives in decision-making and our colleagues 
being representative of WSP’s clients. Diversity includes our visible 
differences and it also includes our non-visible differences.

• Inclusion is about creating a culture which effectively incorporates 
differences without eliminating them and in which colleagues flourish 
individually and unite as a high performing team.



Future Ready  
Many of the projects we work on have long design lives – for example up to 120 years 
for railways and roads. ‘Future Ready’, the flagship of our sustainability programme, 
aims to give our experts a consistent understanding of what we believe a future world 
will look like – including climate, society, resources and technology - and challenges 
them to offer designs ready both for both current and future design codes.

We are the first global practice to develop such a programme. Including future trends 
in our advice to clients helps them plan for the long term and makes good business 
sense and is just one of the ways in which we create value for them.

FUTURE READY 
CHALLENGES AND 
INSPIRES ALL OUR 
PEOPLE TO DESIGN 
AND ADVISE FOR THE 
FUTURE AS WELL AS 
TODAY’S NEEDS
- DAVID SYMONS, FUTURE READY LEADER
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Scaling up 
Social Value 
In the last 12 months, our corporate programmes 
delivered over £1.4 million* in social value. We are 
proud of this achievement, especially during one 
of the toughest years to date. 

�is infographic is a snapshot of how we have 
scaled up social value internally with our 
colleagues and in the communities we support. 

All of this could not have been made possible 
without the resilience and compassion of our 
people, from the o�ce, client site or home. 
Together, we are shaping a brighter future for 
everyone. 

Ranked 123/502 (up 39 
places) in our sector in Stonewall's 
Workplace Equali� Index

Fighting Climate 
Change 

Saved 883,750 car miles 
during Q1 2020 before lockdown.
Social Value: £26,512.50

2030
Commited to halve the 
carbon footprint of our 
Future Ready designs 
and advice

100 
signatories to Pledge to 
Net Zero, co-founded by 
WSP  

Achieved Zero Waste 
to Landfill in our o�ces 

 

59%
operational greenhouse gas 
emissions reduced. Recording 
working from home emissions 
for the first time

500 subsidised packages of cycle 
gear promoting active travel choices

 

of social value created by 
our corporate programmes 
during 2020

£1.4M
Signed the World GBC’s Net 
Zero Buildings Commitment 

250.5 sta� and supply chain 
provided with Diversi� & Inclusion 
Training (hours & a�endees total)

Creating an inclusive 
workplace

*Verified by Social Value Portal

*

+

+

+

< <
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Recognising the 
Extraordinary 

Top 50 Women in 

Engineering for Sustainabili; Annie 
Stapley and Kusum Trikha, were 
recognised for their extraordinary 
achievements in sustainabili 

Najwa Jawahar was recognised for advocating 

women engineers in the Muslim communi 

Most Sustainable Company 
in the Engineering Industry at the World 
Finance Magazine’s Sustainabili Awards 

WSP awarded Carbon Reduction 
Programme of the Year, Be�er Socie Awards 2020

Giving Back Through 
Tough Times  

Inspired 15,000 young 
people at 50 STEM events

Developed 6 ‘first-of-a-kind’ 
micro-homes for the homeless 
and vulnerable 

2,092
hours volunteered.

Social Value: £33,625.48  

1,050 

weeks of apprenticeships 
completed during 2020
Social Value: £217,770

323 hours 
dedicated to improving skills 
of young people in schools
Social Value £5,190.61

55 weeks provided for meaningful 
work placements. Social Value: Virtual 
Work Experience 11 weeks £1,740.53, 
Student Placements 44 weeks: £6,962.12

£5,400 
value of laptops donated to 
XLP for disadvantaged young 
people by WSP Foundation

6,841 
employees provided access to multidimensional wellbeing 
programmes through THRIVE. For every £1 invested in 
THRIVE, an estimated £3.28 of social value was generated

Over14,000 
items of PPE donated by sta�  
for frontline COVID-19 
workers 

£135,989 
corporate donations to charities & 
communi projects

5 Arkwright 
scholarships 
sponsored, helping 
future engineering 
students facing 
academic disruption

Patron of �e 
5% Club

200 sta� expert hours 
provided through 
Humanitarian Aid 
Secondments with Article 25 
Social Value: £19,222 

+

+

+

+

+

+

< <



Find the perfect graduate role for you at WSP
Find out which areas of our business are looking for your degree. Then click the 'Search' button to view our current vacancies, selecting “graduate” in the job category.

Civil Engineering

Geotechnical Engineering

Engineering Geology

Structural Engineering

Environmental Engineering

Mechanical Engineering

Electrical and Electronic Engineering

Electrical Engineering

Transport Planning

Construction Management

Bridge Engineering

Geography

Maths

Economics

Physics

Building Services Engineering

Architectural Engineering

Energy Engineering

Fire Engineering

Project Management

Risk Management

Building Surveying

Telecommunications/ Communications

Systems Engineering

R
ail

B
ridges

ITS

G
eotechnical

W
ater 

Project & 
Com

m
ercial  

Services

Planning

Transport

H
ighw

ays

B
uilding 

Structures

B
uilding 

Services

Energy and  
Industry

Your Degree Background

Transport and  
Infrastructure

Property and  
Buildings

Energy, Industry  
and Water

Planning and  
Advisory 

Human Factors

Computer Science

Finance

M
anagem

ent 
Services & 
Finance

https://www.wsp.com/en-GB/careers/join-our-team?query=Graduate&location=&country=ALL&Submit=JobsListForm


WSP
70 Chancery Lane
London
WC2A 1AF 

wsp.com
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